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Abstract 
 

In R v Ian Leslie White the Court of Appeal was asked to rule on the point of pecuniary advantage 
where two tobacco smugglers appealed against a confiscation order imposed under the Proceeds of 
Crime Act 2002. Kris Reeder talks to Martin Evans, a barrister at 33 Chancery Lane Chambers 
 
Analysis 

The defendants in R v Ian Leslie White and Others were involved in the smuggling of tobacco into the UK. 
Both had been convicted of offences relating to the evasion of excise duty; the judge found both had been 
subject to a pecuniary advantage and made both subject to a confiscation order. The issue on appeal cen-
tered around the fact that the prosecution had to show the defendants had been personally liable to pay 
customs and excise duties to be subject to a confiscation order. A point which was not considered at the con-
fiscation hearings. 

The Court of Appeal held that one of the defendants was not personally liable to pay excise duty as on bal-
ance, the first instance judge would have found that there was no connection with the goods at the customs 
and excise duty point. In respect of the second defendant, the Court of Appeal found that on balance the 
judge would have found that he obtained a pecuniary advantage contrary to the relevant regulations. 

Martin Evans, a barrister at 33 Chancery Lane Chambers who acted in this case, commented in respect of 
the construction of the Regulations and the Act saying that the Court of Appeal's decision to hold that UK law 
and EU law were consistent when read as a whole was sensible. Furthermore, he said the whole issue of 
liability is largely academic as the 2010 regulations governing the payment of excise duty will soon apply 
rendering the issue largely historic. Martin Evans went on to state that the new regulations were "better 
drafted", meaning that it looks as though the role of the Courts in future should be inherently easier. Martin 
Evans argues that the new regulations make it clearer that a connection must be made between the relevant 
defendant and the pecuniary advantage. 

Whether the overall approach to pecuniary advantage, contingent on the breach of regulations, was correct 
or not, Evans says: "Yes it probably was [as] the only person who benefits is the person who is liable". He 
continues by giving the example of a tax accountant and a client who agreed to evade tax with the client ob-
taining a pecuniary advantage and the accountant receiving the fees. 
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When asked about the idea of a 'connection' with the goods at the point of customs and whether this could 
render wholly innocent parties liable, Martin Evans commented that there is a 'public interest' issue here that 
haulage companies in particular are 'vigilant' and always check what they are bringing into the country. 

This case has huge implications in respect of those wishing to pursue confiscation orders under the Pro-
ceeds of Crime Act 2002. Those wishing to pursue such proceedings must be able to establish at the hearing 
there was a pecuniary advantage obtained by the relevant defendant who is subject to the application for a 
confiscation order. 

If you have any comments about this or any other news item or feature, please respond via e-mail to: 
news@lexisnexis.co.uk 
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